
 

 

   

 

Coming from a family with 10 kids of mixed political views, I understand that we may 
disagree from time to time—we may even strongly disagree—but that’s what’s great 
about this country: even with our differences we can agree that we live in a great nation 
with much to be thankful for.  
 
This week, I hope we all take a moment to put our differences aside and remember 
those heroes who serve our communities at home and abroad. Give thanks to those who 
fought to protect us, those who never returned and the families who have an empty seat 
at their table this Thanksgiving. 
 
Above all else, we should all remember that God has blessed our nation as the land of 
liberty and prosperity. Never forget how precious the gift of freedom is and the sacrifices 
made to ensure America always remains the land of the free and the home of the brave. 
So from my family to yours... I hope you have a safe and happy Thanksgiving with family 
and friends.  

  



 

 

DON'T FORGET: SHOP SMALL THIS SATURDAY  

 

Forget "Black Friday"... I'm supporting Small Business Saturday! As a small business 
owner for over 25 years, I know that entrepreneurs are the key to restoring American 
prosperity and boosting our economy.  
 
American entrepreneurs have boldly navigated extraordinarily difficult times pursuing not 



only their own dreams but also serving as the economic engine that continues to power 
our country. By empowering small business and reducing regulatory hurdles that are 
shackling growth, we can once again unleash the promise of the American dream and 
usher in a new era of economic prosperity. So forget the shopping malls today and 
support your local small businesses! 
 
 
As always, you can follow everything I am working on in Arizona and Washington, D.C. 
through my website (http://gosar.house.gov) on Twitter @RepGosar, through Facebook 
at Rep. Paul Gosar or on Instagram at RepGosar. 

Sincerely, 

 

Paul A. Gosar, D.D.S. 
Member of Congress 
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